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Long-term observing program:
•
•
•
•

VU Observatory: 1994 – 2018 (DT = 25 yrs)
SARA Observatories: 2008-2018 (11 yrs)
40 PPNe, V = 8-14 mag
Observations primarily by undergraduate research students

0.4-m telescope with CCD
< ideal program for VUO >
> 55 VU undergrads have been involved in observing at VUO for this program (1993-2020)

Observed Light and Color Curves – initial results (examples)
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Initial Results
• Cyclical change in brightness with varying amplitude
• Change in color D(V-R) à cyclical change in temperature
• P(LC) ~ P(RV) à variations due to pulsation,
not binary companion

Light Curves – more recent data (and fit with multiple periods)
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Proto-Planetary Nebulae (PPNe) - these objects are evolving
from red giants to become planetary nebulae
Light Curve Studies: Initial Goals
•
•
•

Do all PPNe vary in brightness due to pulsation?
If so, what are the periods and amplitudes of the variation,
and do they correlated with the temperature and luminosity of the star?
General trend of shorter-term variability with hotter star

Light Curve Studies: Results
•
•
•
•
•

All PPNe studied this far vary in light due to pulsation
DV ~ 0.15 – 0.65 mag (variations of ~15-65% in brightness)
P = 25 – 160 d, A-F-G stars (stars of mid-temperatures, 5000-10,000 K)
with shorter-term variability among B stars (T=12,000-30,000 K)
Not simple periodic variability: multiple P &/or varying amplitude
General trend of shorter-term variability with hotter star

What can we learn from pulsation? – Ultimate Goals
•
•
•

Pulsation models à info on physical properties of star, such as Mass & Luminosity
Info from a sample of stars can help test models of how older stars evolve
If DP(t) is observed, it can give us info on the rate of evolution of stars

Recent Summer Research Projects
2019:
• David Vogl: preliminary analysis of light curves using VUO and SARA data and
also some publicly available all-sky astronomical survey (ASAS-SN) data –
determined periods and amplitudes of variation.
• David, Maggie Bliese, and Andrew Paxson observed one hot PPNe over 3 weeks
and found some very interesting variations with periods of a few days.

2020:
• Sean Egan & Peyton Grimm: preliminary analysis of light curves of 12 unstudied
PPNe using publicly-available all-sky astronomical survey (ASAS-SN) data –
determined periods and amplitudes.
• I am combining these results with results from the same stars using SARA data to
find the most reliable periods for these stars (preparing for publication).

Roles for Summer Students in this project 2021
2021: Projects
• Analysis to find periods in our VUO & SARA data and in ASAS-SN data for additional stars to complete the survey of bright and medium bright PPNe in our galaxy.
• If a third student, they will spend some time observing a hotter PPNe over a few
weeks to see if it also varies with multiple periods of a few days. This would be quite
interesting.

2021: Plans
• 8-10 weeks of research. Working primarily during daytime hours.
• Funding available for 2 and possibly 3 students.
• Tutoring in the astrophysics background and training in how to use the periodfinding program (and how to use the observatory if observing included).
• Project reports written and results presented at campus research conference.
• Presentation of results at AAS national mtg – Jan 2022 (Salt Lake City).
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